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Changes implemented in this version of TachoScan program:

Engine module

(5.3.1) Message about restarting the program 

· The message about the need to restart the program after automatic hot-fix download was

removed. The message remains unchanged after clicking Download updates.

(5.3.1) New language 

· Swedish language version of the program was added.

TachoScan module 

(5.3.1) New section in settings

(menu: Basic data -> Settings -> TachoScan -> Mobility package)

· A new section: Mobility package with related options. The following settings were moved

to this section:

§ Check location from GNSS and place entries in the analysis of two consecutive

reduced weekly rest periods;

§ Generate weekly rest in vehicle infringement;

§ Include weekly rest double reduction compensation in a 6x24h period between

weekly rests.

· A new option: Include 9/11h rest in a compensation of weekly rest double reduction;

§ when the option is enabled, the program includes 9/11h rest into the compensation

of double reduction of weekly rest.

(5.3.1) For team availability require a break of 45 minutes taken en bloc (561/2006 only)

(menu: Basic data -> Settings -> TachoScan -> Infringements - Analysis)

· A new option: For team availability require a break of 45 minutes taken en bloc

(561/2006 only) was added;
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§ when the option is enabled, the program requires the break with availability in team

to be taken all at once.

(5.3.1) Calculation of compensation for work in other countries - Denmark 

· A mechanism allowing for the calculation of compensation for working time in Denmark,

based on the provisions applicable in this country, was added.

(menu: Basic data -> [005] Employees open for editing or add a new employee, open for editing or

add a new "contract of employment")

· Denmark row/option was added in the Calculate minimum wage payable for the work

time in the territory of foreign countries at the rates;

· in the compensation rate adjustment window, among others, minimum wage option was

added;

The minimum wage rate is defined in the TachoScan -> [181] Minimum wages in foreign

contries)

Denmark

There are several minimum rates, which depend on the type of transport (see Table of minimum

hourly rate topic for more).

(menu: TachoScan -> [181] Minimum wages in foreign contries)

· default rates for Denmark were added:

§ Cabotage and combined transport of goods - 168,56 DKK;

§ Bus cabotage - 168,31 DKK;

§ Tourist transport - 173,65 DKK; 

(menu: Basic data -> [014] Settings -> TachoScan -> Minimum wage - other countries)

· Denmark tab was added; it contains a number of options for calculating and reducing the

compensation for a national minimum wage;

(menu: Reports)

· A summary of the calculation results of compensation for working time in Denmark is
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available on the following reports:

§ [176] Records of working time in foreign countries;

§ [179] Summary records of working time in foreign countries;

(menu: TachoScan -> [115] Weekly chart)

· Sections of stay in Denmark will be included in the calculation of the national minimum

wage.

A guide/tutorial was prepared describing step by step the actions to be performed in

the program to calculate the compensation to the national minimum remuneration. You can

access the tutorial by following the link: Tutorial - Calculation of compensation for work in

other countries -> Denmark.
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